Mine-to-market

About the Industry

The USD 470 billion mining and natural resources industry is characterized
by variable growth patterns due to economic conditions and government
regulations. Long-standing attributes are reflected in a range of challenges
and opportunities that are faced by the industry’s established players
and by those contemplating entering the market.

Technology to Substitute Labor - The quest for smaller and more
profitable footprints will lead to higher reliance on IT for cost cutting and
Tech support.

The technology implementations of these business dynamics require the
development of the next generation platforms that will help mining
organizations to switch gears from a 'Bigger is Better' to a
'Leaner is greener' philosophy.

From a ‘Bigger is Better’ Strategy to a
‘Leaner and Greener’ Philosophy
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Why should you consider HCL?
HCL’s vision is to enable the mining and natural resources industry to adopt a
‘Synchronized Digital Mining’ information strategy, which supports a dramatic improvement in
mining efficiencies, and reliable production to overcome the challenges of fluctuating
commodity prices, escalating costs, and diminishing shareholder return.
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Mine-to-Market (M-to-M)
HCL’s Total mining solution
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Collaboration with Clients
across the Value Chain
Mine-to-Market: HCL’s Mine-to-market proposition, powered by ‘Mineral Resource
Throughput Management’, helps establish a systematic and reliable solution
deployment that analyzes and manages the impact of variable quality of raw
materials on the performance of the mining value chain.

Three core principles:
Amalgamate

Simulate

Integrate

The usage of the three core
principles not only simplifies
but also significantly
"improves" mine
performance.

Synchronized Digital Mining speaks about synchronizing the mining operations in
the new digital era. It is also based on the proven Mineral Resource Throughput
principles and methodology, while being supported by real-time or near-time
information for improved proactive management control and creating a sustainable
platform for reliable and materially improved productivity and profitability.

Partnering to deliver
across the value chain

HCL holistically tackles
problems step-by-step for a
streamlined delivery solution in
collaboration with our partners
Create
HCL in collaboration with Mine
RP develops a Universal
Mining template to solve
challenges such as:
All data is in localized systems
and in silos which make it
difficult to use in the
information value chain

Amalgamate

This data is critical to optimize
and synchronize the mine core
production value chain for
optimal profitability
Major issue lies in the
integration of end to end
primary value chain data

Relate

Translate

Analyze
Simulate

HCL in collaboration with
Exxpleo powered by MRTM
deploys a reliable solution to
solve challenges such as:
Mine Planning does not cater to
production efficiencies within
specific conditions and context.
Mines optimize the scheduling of
products best when simulation
optimization takes place.

Synchronized
Digital Mining

No product exists in this space –
neither MTS nor ERP systems
can deliver this functionality
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HCL in collaboration with Barnstone
establishes a Universal SAP template to
solve challenges such as:

SAP & Analytics

Production processes are managed
outside ERP which handles only
production inventory
The issue here is that there is no context
to the concept of location, and time for
the data that limits its usage in
management decision making.
Due to silos of information, very little
real-time/integrated analytics are used
to drive pro-active decision making
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Record

Mine-to-Market in
the Mining Eco-system
Value chain
productivity The mining system updates
the performance status of
the mining value chain from
resource and reserve to the
market, enabling miners to
focus on bottlenecks.

Sustainable Management
control The system enables multiple
optimization options for
management and control,
enabling effective
decision-making that helps
stabilize and improve production
rates (flow) and product
grades/values

Cost efficiency –
HCL’s solution generates cost
reduction by yield improvement
(= less ROM), material flow
optimisation (= optimal/less
assets required), rapid response
to operational deviations, value
extraction from ERP systems
and other benefits.

Key Solutions offered
HCL is an integrator, accelerator and value creator across the mining eco-system and is known for its NextGen
solutions such as :

Solutions
Product Value Chain

Controls unreliable production across product value chain and maximize
value and flow with a sustainable SDM system

Reserve Management

Delivers automation, integration and standardization of mine technical
system data into the value chain optimization and reserve economics
aspect of the business in partnership with MineRP and Exxpleo,

Mining Solution on SAP

Makes affordable the leading ERP sytem, SAP, with HCL’s functionally
rich mining solution in partnership with Barnstone

Mining Analytics

Bridges digital integration and Big Data gaps, using ready-to-use the
Mining Analytics service platform

Mobility

Enables organizations to be highly productive by providing information
at the right time to the right person

Mining Solution in a Box

Accelerates mining operations into the 21st century with a world class
ready-to-use solution

As-a-Service ‘Delivery’ Model

Consumes the HCL Mining solution and / or its components in a cost
effective and reliable as-a-service model

Hello there! I am an Ideapreneur. I believe that sustainable business outcomes are driven by relationships nurtured through
values like trust, transparency and ﬂexibility. I respect the contract, but believe in going beyond through collaboration,
applied innovation and new generation partnership models that put your interest above everything else. Right now 1,05,000
Ideapreneurs are in a Relationship Beyond the Contract™ with 500 customers in 31 countries. How can I help you?

